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21 M A G N E T I C  A N D  G R A V I M E T R I C

A world-wide practice of geophysical exploration has testified that an up-to-date 
integrate survey (based on several physical parameters) cannot dispense with, mainly 
in its reconnaissance phase, gravitational and magnetic parameters. They are needed, 
if for nothing else, to orientate the more expensive methods of higher resolving power 
(e.g. the seismic method).

Gravity and magnetic methods, nowadays, don’t stop at simply producing anomaly- 
maps, but, through secondary interpretation, strive to render as much geological 
information as possible.

Such endeavours carry the danger of a formalistic approach. Secondary interpretation 
can, in such cases, degenerate into abstract mathematical games. Some examples: 
computation of residual-anomalies where the very same anomaly may be produced by 
several different configurations of the geological pattern; or calculation of magnetic 
bodies, assuming a downwards infinite, oblique body of induced magnetization, where 
nearly horizontal, lenticular (magnetic volcanic) masses of predominantly remanent 
magnetization exist; and so on.

Our theoretical considerations are strongly antiformalistic, and search, mainly, for 
the theoretical limits of body-calculations (Stomfai, 1971: An analysis of the unam
biguity of gravitational and magnetic body-calculations; Geophysical Transactions, 
XX. 1-4; in press). These theoretical investigations are based on the most up-to-date 
mathematical apparatus. Our electronic computer is going to enable us to select the 
proper, non-formalistic solution or combination of solutions, if any.

The practical approach in 1969 was the following.

A program for the upward continuation of aeromagnetic (zlT) anomalies was prepared 
and theoretically model-tested. Experiments and calculations equally contributed in 
proving the data of a 20 H X 20 H square to be sufficient in case of altitude H, sampling 
by H ’s. An anomaly below 200 gamma is subject to a maximum error of 5 gamma, but
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even 2 H altitude doesn’t raise the error above 8-10 gamma. Greater errors are caused 
by sudden anomaly-changes.

The procedure underwent a test in the Nyírség (Nyír region; Northeastern Hungary) 
through a three-levelled— 50, 550, 1050 m — flight (flight-spacing 500 m). Having 
sampled in the profiles, no interpolations were needed. Difference-maps were prepared, 
averaging not at zero, but, according to the datum level, between —15 and —35 gamma. 
The deviation from the mean value remains below 15 gamma on the half o f the area, 
and rises to 30 gamma on 1% of the area altogether. The reason of deviations is still 
disputed.

On this experimental area 6000 data were drawn into the calculations and 3300 upward 
“continued” values obtained, in a plotted form. The running-time of such a calculation, 
including the punching o f results, is abt. 25 min.

The second derivatives o f zlT anomalies were approached with two programs.
The first one covers all lines and columns o f a square-grid. This program scans bodies 

buried approximately as deep as the grid-spacing, only.
The second one makes a selective derivation: it draws every fc-th point of a densely 

sampled map into the computation. Thus, differently deep bodies can be traced without 
differently spaced repeated samplings.

To attain a better simulation of the magnetic interbeddings of the basin-fill, another 
program was made, suitable to calculate the combined effect of several parallelepipeds 
of homogeneous magnetization. This program was utilized for upward-continuation 
model-experiments, for the check-up of antithetically magnetized body-pattern, and 
for second-derivative model experiments.

The gravity-о fleet o f a three-dimensional model can be approached in two ways: 
with slicing into rectangular prisms, resp. into cylinder-sections.

In the first way, the program precalculated and stored the effects of cylinder ring 
sections of different radii and equal (d=50m ) thickness. The condition for the radii was 
that no grid-points should have fallen on the ring-edges. This kind of calculation is quick, 
precise and it is applicable for two- and multilayered gravity models. The calculation 
was successfully applied in the etalon-area Nagylengyel.

Gravitational secondary interpretation is a linear transformation, as a rule. The same 
refers to the so-called “filtering” . It offers the advantage, as compared to other pro
cedures, that it renders the arbitrary selecting, neglecting, resp. enhancing o f different 
“waves” of the gravity map, possible. The well-known weight function of Meskó (1967: 
Gravity interpretation and information theory II. Smoothing and computation of 
regionals. Annales Univ. Sc. Bud. R.E. Sectio Geol. Tom. X. 1966) is suitable to filter 
regional anomalies o f different frequencies. The rest of the anomalies can, this way, 
be derived.

Some of the matrices of the aforementioned function, were applied to different 
geological models.
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In the Hortobágy-area (Northeastern Hungary), the low-frequency wave was to 
be detached. In consequence of the size of the necessary matrix the area of the result-map 
shrank as compared to that of the original. Besides, the residual-anomaly map obtained 
corresponds well with the earlier, traditional one, where the information-loss is lesser.

In the surroundings of Halimba (Transdanubian bauxite region) the enhancing of 
high-frequency waves, characteristic of bauxite dolinas, was in mind. A matrix of 
reduced size was applied, with a slighter loss of information. Filtering, however, sustain
ed errors and “noises” o f similar frequencies, if it didn’t enhance them.

In spite of routine-application, filter-formulas need, in fact, model test. This, however, 
presupposes the computer program of three-dimensional calculation to have been 
prepared.

The determination of different frequency waves and of the limit-frequency, is rather 
arbitrary. Having made use o f both data-complexes just mentioned, a program was set 
up for Fourier analysis of Bougucr anomaly maps. To step further, Fourier synthesis 
and the periodicalization of the anomaly have to be performed.

A program was prepared and set into operation in the engineering exploration, for 
computing the Zlg effect of fault-models of predetermined parameters. The nomograms 
are not yet published for technical reasons.

About the theoretical results of the three-dimensional body-calculation a paper is in 
press (Zilahi-Sebess, 1971: Calculation o f three-dimensional zlg effect. Geophysical 
Transactions XX. 1-4.).
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22 G E O E L E C T R I C

It is a well-known fact that the territory of Hungary forms a part of a considerably 
deep Upper Cretaceous-Tertiary basin (Carpathian basin) showing, apart from its size, 
numerous geological-geophysical peculiarities.

Our methodological and instrument-development has tried to comply, more or less 
knowingly, with this circumstance. From geoelectric view, this means that the main 
efforts shifted from the usual shallow application of these methods to deep exploration. 
The qualitative and quantitative results of geoelectric measurements in the exploration 
of deep basins furnish more than simple gravimetric mapping does. On the other hand, 
geoelectric exploration requires much less expenditure than seismic surveys do.

Recently, however, our deep geoelectric exploration has been confronted with 
certain peculiar problems. One of these has arisen in the so-called Nyír region (North
eastern Hungary), proven to be impenetrable for the usual geoelectric exploration 
complex (TE and DE). Another major problem is, essentially, an exploration policy 
motive: an increasing demand for shallow and medium depth survey in Mongolia, 
in the embayments of the Transdanubian Range, and elsewhere. Accordingly, our field 
activity, instrument-development and methodological research tend to “rise” again to 
shallow and medium depth regions.

Since, however, deep basins continue to exist, and since in the Soviet-Union several 
novel (e.g. transient) procedures have been developed for purposes of deep exploration, 
our activity in methodological development similarly aims, making use of the foreign 
instrumental background, at their adaptation to the peculiar conditions prevailing in the 
Hungarian basin.

Part of our geoelectric methodological development activity is not included in this 
chapter, being “hidden” in Chapter 1. The reason for this is that our methodological 
group would not be able to cope with all the adaptation problems. Some methods 
(potential mapping, build-up of the electric field, magnetotelluric sounding, induced potential) 
must be put to trial in routine field work. These are mentioned in their proper places: 
the Nyír region, Transdanubian Range, etc.

The methods used, the instrument-types involved, and the Hungarian or foreign
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institutions developing or producing the latters have been published in tabulated form 
in the Hungarian periodical Földtani Kutatds (No. 3-4, 1969, Vol. XII; Erkel-Kovács).

This chapter is restricted to the specially and exclusively development-character 
activity displayed in 1969. Both of the following reports reflect the efforts partly to 
provide shallow and medium depth exploration with as good instruments as possible, 
partly to open a possibility for automatization and computer techniques to conquer 
geoelectric exploration too.

As to the promotion of the theme Development of automatically computing universal AC  
instruments, two results are to be mentoined. One of these is the construction and field 
test of the resistivity meter GE-60, the other is the discernement of the problems arisen 
in connection with the equipment of the type GE-50.

The equipment GE-60 has been constructed without any essential alteration of the 
basic principles of the GE group, by increasing the output of the supply unit and the 
sensitivity of the measuring amplifier. In accordance with the higher output, also the 
control unit had to be modified. The internal batteries of the instrument provide a 
maximum output current o f 25 mA, thus any external supply is unnecessary. The 
sensitivity increase of the measuring amplifier has been made possible by the fact that 
we succeeded in bringing the noise level below 0,5 microvolts through special selectivity- 
increasing higher capacitances and lower resistances. According to our experience the 
amplifier-noise can further be diminished by employing an integrated-circuitry amplifier.

The main problem concerning the instrument GE-50  was a sudden increase of the 
measuring error as soon as the current electrode spacing exceeded 400-600 m, in the 
function of q. Under laboratory conditions, this leakage-type error never appeared. An 
unfavourable accumulation of errors of other type (e.g. nonlinearity of helipots, etc), 
may further have increased the sum error.

Finally, investigations in the field as well as in laboratory led to the conclusion that 
the leakage depends on the distribution of ground resistance between the electrodes 
and on the output voltage. It has been revealed that the simple insulating resistances 
should be changed to parallel R C  impedances. The leakage impedances, namely, form 
a bridge-system with the earthing resistance of electrodes. If this bridge is not com
pensated, a noise-like voltage difference appears between some of its individual points. 
According to our calculations, the insulation impedance must be raised at least to 
107 ohm. On the other hand, the capacity of the input transformer must be accordingly 
diminished to less than 25 pF. W ith the aid o f a new type of screening (coil), further 
o f a moisture-repellent insulation, the capacity of the input transformer was lowered 
from 200 pF to 27 pF, and thus the problem has been substantially reduced as far as the 
aforementioned electrode-spacing is involved.
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The problem, however, remains unsolved at AB=800 m. This is a world-wide 
problem in AC systems, arising from a complex of eddy-currents, skin-effect, polar
ization and capacitance-like effects. While problems at present, they may as well become 
parameters in future.

Another important theme of this group is the Improvement of the geoelectric interpreta
tion, by striving mainly for the automatization of geoelectric data processing and inter
pretation.

Resistivity measurements (VES) amount, presently, to about 70% of the geoelectric 
activity o f the ELGI. For this reason, computer processing of VES-curves is mainly held 
in view. The results obtained in this theme are, however, intended to be utilized in 
every geoelectric procedure, yielding similar curves. Such are: magnetotelluric and 
artificial frequency sounding, the method of build-up of the electric field, induced potential 
measurements and the method of potential-field differences.

In computer processing, the greatest difficulty is raised by the equivalent curves. 
In 1969, computer analysis was made in order to clear up the equivalence relations of 
several hundred type curves. The width of the equivalence range proved to be 
larger than expected.

In case o f type curves, it is usual to calculate (in international literature) with the 
simple equivalence relation of Sg/S^ According to our analysis, however, these functions 
are more complicated. In certain sub-types, this may cause an error o f 10-30% in depth- 
determination. Numerous exploration areas (in Hungary and Mongolia) exist, where 
exactly these curves are frequent. For this very reason, we had to tackle this problem. 
In the end, a procedure has been developed offering a direct interpretation of equivalent 
curves.

Several thousands of varieties have been put through the computer; the results are 
summed up in two relatively simple nomograms, applicable in field-work too.

In solving families of three-layer and multilayer curves, such requirements were 
raised which could no more be satisfied by the program prepared in 1968, although 
field-work required numerous three-layer, moreover: four- and five-layer curve 
families. This led to the preparation of a new program, suitable for calculation of entire 
curve families and for their automatic plotting (with Graphomat). This way, curve- 
families can be obtained with an accuracy of +1 %, ready for printing (Fig. 37; page 79).

The program picks up relatively few points, and the rest o f the function is interpolated. 
The interpolation is made through third order polynom sections, where, as a sub
condition, the matching has to be continuous in the derivates too.

The data prepared in this way are punched on the tape of the Graphomat plotter. 
The program provides that the curves shall not be made confuse by converging near 
the origo of the coordinate-system.

In our experience, computer analysis ensures a much greater resolving power than 
manual processing does. Presently, however, this advantage cannot be fully utilized
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because of the relatively high (±3-5% ) noise level of the curves. The advantages of 
computer processing will really be manifest only when the problem of lowering the 
noise level will have been solved (high-sensitivity recording and digital compositing).

Within this theme also the processing of magneto telluric data has been treated. This 
work is, however, not reported now, since, on account o f the related instrument- 
development problems, it cannot be regarded as finished.

It is worth mentioning that a program, for the determination of the magnetotclluric 
impedance-ellipse by smoothing, has likewise been prepared.

This same theme-group includes the Improvement of the multichannel magneto telluric 
recorder theme, too. This, however, will not be treated in this report, since no essential 
progress was made in 1969.

★

The deatils of geoelectric methodological and instrument-development: specifica
tions, parameters, programs, families of curves, etc. can be found in the technical 
reports, resp. themed-sheets kept in the Archives of the ELGI. The problems of computer 
interpretation are discussed in detail in a paper published in the Geophysical Transactions 
(Zilahi-Sebess—Kőrös: Computer processing and representation of multi-layer geo
electric sounding curves—Vol. XX, No. 1-4; in press).
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23 SE IS M IC

231 S E I S M I C  D I G I T A L  I N S T R U M E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T

Seismic digital development is the greatest instrumental program of the ELGI. In 1969 
it reached the stage of being timely to elucidate its background, implications and aspects.

In instrumental development several factors have to be envisaged. The standard 
should obviously be the technical peak, but the local circumstances must likewise be 
taken into consideration, meaning not only the objective geological setting, but the 
similarly objective financial and supply questions, too.

In digital development, nowadays, the geophysical industry of the United States 
represents the standard. And for good reason, since beside a highly developed base- 
industry, its “good” , easily accessible territories have already been thoroughly explored. 
The digital way is a necessity; the bulk of data from various kinds of compositing from 
“bad” areas and from the very quick off-shore prospectings, the special high-level 
mathematics arising from both, require electronic computers. Up-to-date computers 
“think” in digits.

As soon as a “virgin” region, easy to investigate, gets within the reach o f the oil- 
boom, the superiority of the digital way may become disputable, because simple tasks 
can be tackled by analog procedures as well.

Digital seismic equipment without a wide dynamic range is a nonsense. The wide 
dynamic range raises the costs; shallow and easy structures cannot fully utilize the 
doubtless advantages, although sometimes even such structures may take the prospector 
by surprise.

And here is the gist of our own problem. The overwhelming majority o f our territory 
is a “bad” seismic terrain. Our hydrocarbon-traps, with a single (medium size) exception, 
rank within the “small” ones, according to international standards. And last but not 
least: the exploration o f deep (>4 km) depressions, where wide dynamic range and 
modern processing are indispensable (cost or no cost), is just at hand.

The present field-base of our digital instrumental activity is the very “bad” Nyír 
region (Chapter 11). It means that methodological and instrumental development are 
closely connected, and both are cultivated on behalf of a better efficiency of future 
explorations.
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There may, of course, arise the question: what about purchasing, instead of the hard 
way of developing ? The question cannot simply be waved aside, but the present foreign 
currency situation discourages a simple renewal of instrumentation, from import.

Consequently no financial objection can be made against a “homespun” digital 
developing activity. Moreover, it promises some rentability, even if a short series has 
to bear the burden of development-costs, as it frequently happens in geophysics anyway.

One might add that the electronic industry of Hungary is rather developed, and we 
can avail ourselves of international cooperations: thus the background of this theme- 
group is thought to be elucidated sufficiently.

The ELGI, being a research institute, is working on themes. In the earlier Annual 
Reports seismic digital development was distributed among such chapters, which 
carried the names of the part-activities (themes) in the work. In this Report a concise, 
uniform picture will be given about this important theme-group. The reader is supposed 
to be acquainted with the basic ideas and with the past of the individual units {italics- 
printed) .

In this theme-group in 1969 the following results were achieved.

Mini-center and periphery

The complete developing and constructing work of the single-channel AD  converter 
was finished. Another ready unit is a coupling unit, suitable to feed digitized data into 
the computer MINSK-2 and to print the processed data. The complete documentation 
and a prototype specimen have been put at the disposal of the GAMMA Optical Works 
as serial model.

The experimental processing of FM analog field-records in the mini-center was 
restricted to simple continuous profiles. The planned central control failed to work, 
therefore feeding of digital records into the mini-center will take place in 1970, in an 
improved way, however.

The lag was partly caused by the unforeseen preliminary operations in connection 
with the computer-center (M INSK-32) under construction.

In the meantime a universal geophysical coupling unit was decided upon (construction: 
1970). This unit will be independent from, but can be connected to the mini-center, and 
to the computer MINSK-32 as well. It will contain, among others, the 24-channel AD  
converter.

This device produces, from analog field records, digital magnetic tapes of format 
identical with digital records. The mini-center should, consequently, be suitable to 
receive digital magnetic tapes. The advantage lies in the fact that the digital magnetic
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tape simultaneously presents all the seismic analog channels in time-multiplex system, 
thus, when processing in the mini-center, no timing difficulties arise.

Making alterations in the old printer, a more up-to-date line-printer was designed, 
adjustable to the Central Control Unit.

One of the units of the mini-center is the convolver. Revising its development aspects, 
with the aid of VNIIG (Moscow), it was found that the present existing unit deserves 
no further efforts.

Development of seismic digital field equipment

The achievements of 1968 resulted in two international cooperational contracts, for 
developing seismic digital field equipment. In future the contracts will determine the 
developing project. Certain administrative delay somewhat retarded the work; on the 
other hand it gave impetus to a home-contracted developing-program: the universal 
seismic digital field equipment.

There were some pre-contract experimental units (not encouraged for developing 
by the contracts) at disposal. Fitting them to other parts designed for this special purpose, 
and mounting the assembled apparatus into a jeep, an experimental arrangement was 
set into action and tested in the field for several months.

In these experimental measurements a special binary amplifier prototype was adapted. 
The development of a new one, designed with integrated circuits, stopped short because 
of shortcomings in the integrated-circuit supply. In fact, it was not hastened either, 
envisaging another specification in the impending contracts.

The office play-back unit was likewise affected by the general redesigning.
Time-domain recovery proved to be unnecessary. All the rest of the requirements 

are equally met by the field playback and office playback. Thus they have been drawn 
together as field-playback unit.

Office playback is unnecessary anyway, for its function will be performed by the 
universal geophysical coupling unit.

The digital tape-recorder (originally planned as a part of the office-playback), however, 
was completed to satisfy higher requirements. E.g. a retarded playback (to match the 
speed of the computer MINSK-2) extends the sphere of application to digital well- 
logging.
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The computer-processing o f experimental digital records failed because of differences 
between program-speed and nominal speed, and in the end, on account o f the disas
sembly (moving) of the computer MINSK-2.

The digital tape-recorder (Fig. 38; page 84) was the first unit to have reached the stage 
o f being manufactured. The industrial equipment promises foolproof performance.

For the transitional memory of the mini-center, a variety of digital tape-recorder 
with unterminated loop, was completed.

★

Utilizing the experiences of the previous years, in 1970 developing will go on accord
ing to the specification of the above-mentioned contracts.

Some units represent a lower level, but they are easier to complete. Other units need 
more time but they will have to stand higher demands. W ith adjusting units a complete 
experimental system will be finished in 1971.

The home-contracted universal seismic digital field equipment will be finished in 1970 
and passes over to the contractor, the Academy ofi Sciences. Running it, however, will 
be our task in the near future. It will be tried if digital recording in crustal investigations 
raises the quality.

The high-speed electronic computer MINSK-32 is going to be set up in 1970 in the 
new Central Building. The computer-dependent portion of developing work depends 
on the schedule of mounting.

232 S E I S M I C  I N S T R U M E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T  F O R  S H A L L O W  E X P L O R A T I O N

As referred to in the Foreword we have to face an increasing demand in the civil- 
engineering and hydrological field. The gist of the problems is not so much the technical 
task, as the small depth. In fact, exploration for mineral deposits covered by a few 
meters of overburden, also belongs to this sphere. The way o f application is not as 
diverse as one might think from the variety of tasks. The emphasis is on the shallow 
exploration and the denotion of the theme will probably change accordingly.

After a few early (1954-55) experiments in this field, this activity had declined and 
has, only recently, shown the signs of revival. In a few developed countries there are 
ample traditions in such exploration, meaning a special instrumentation and methodolo
gy. Our revival, hinted above, in the beginning meant nothing more than a simple 
scale-, or better said, size-reduction (shorter profiles, closer geophone-spacing, etc.). 
By and by, however, we have been developing a specific shallow seismic instrumenta
tion and methodology.
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The developing activity at first remained within the sphere of drop-weight (actually, 
hammer-stroke). Later a digital time-interval gauge has been designed never 
to become very popular because of its failing to yield dynamic wave characteristics.

Now, the efficiency of hammer-stroke seismics is being increased by electromechani
cal devices, further, recording is subject to simplification, for in such measurements the 
travelling photo-labor (the instrument-truck namely) is absent. Under the auspices of 
such considerations, in 1969 the following progress was made.

The shallow refraction portable equipment Type Pioneer 2, has been, utilizing previous 
experiences, improved with certain changes in circuitry.

Experiments have been carried out to introduce UV recording in the Pioneer 2. The 
paper available, however, proved to be insensitive. A suitable quartz-lens is under order.

The electromechanic pulse-generator has been improved and tested in acoustic logging. 
A deficiency of the equipment is the low energy output and that it requires imported 
(expensive) condensers.

Another specimen o f the one-channel digital time-interval gauge Type Botond III, 
has been constructed with solid-state circuitry. The developing of the BoftW-family 
is finished.

The electronic circuits of five radio signal transmitters (tuned to 1 sec) were completed.
Makmg use of the material of an old 12 channel equipment, a 12 channel adapter 

suitable also for field correction measurements was produced.

Beside these, industrial vibrations were measured and the data digitized for computer 
processing.

At the time being, the emphasis is on the UVrecording, which is essential also in the 
digital developing work. The future endeavours are directed towards introducing field 
compositing and tape-recording to shallow seismics.
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233 DIGITAL SEISMIC DATA PROCESSING

In the research for improving seismic digital data-processing, some novel procedures 
were realized in 1969, besides running programs prepared in previous years. The eight- 
trace punched tapes controlling the correction unit of the seismic “mini-center” were 
produced by a computer in a routine way. Besides, a new program for the preparation 
of a multiple-extension correction tape has been developed.

The development of the digital tape recorder (Chapter 231) arrived at the phase o f being 
tested on computer. A program has been prepared for feeding the information from 
the digital tape recorder into the computer, keeping in mind a re-grouping required 
by an eventual further processing. This program system contains selection of records, 
demultiplexing and BGC recovery.

Test programs for checking the AD-DA converter were similarly prepared (identi
cal bits, sine curves, step sine curves).

By employing the digital seismic auxiliary units and programs, in 1969 the primary 
processing of the stacking profile N y /5-68/1 was carried out. The successive steps of 
processing were:

input of records to the magnetic tape of the computer with the aid of the AD con
verter ;

plotting of basic data from the computer;
application of primary static and dynamic corrections with the aid of the computer;
test plotting of corrected seismograms;
determination and application of residual corrections;
compositing of the channels required (STACKING I) and plotting of the stacked 

channels;
rearranging of the information material of seismic channels according to the principle 

of the “common depth point” ;
application of the second residual correction;
compositing o f the proper channels corrected (STACKING II) and plotting of the 

stacked channels;
weighted compositing (mixing, with a ratio of 1—2—5—2—1) and plotting (STACKING

ПІ).
The procedure is extremely time-consuming and cumbersome. For its purposes, 

several new programs were prepared: e.g. STACKING (channel-compositing according 
to a prescribed plan), TG (collecting the information material of the channels for the 
STACKING program). The programs are automatic, corresponding, as to their system, 
to a standard seismic program language.

In order to shorten the running time, several new programs were prepared resp. 
re-made, beside the primary processing discussed. Some examples of these are:

sub-routine for the calculation of the time-varying filter-operator in a given instant;
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program for the determination of the axes of correlograms elaborated for the deter
mination o f velocity function corrections;

the Garotta-Michon program of the velocity function (slightly altered); 
programs for the determination o f the attenuation of kinetic wave energy, of the 

dependence of dominant frequency and amplitude on charge weight, further of the 
frequency-dependent absorption coefficient.

As it was established in previous years from the running time o f seismic programs, 
the operation speed and storage capacity of the computer MINSK-2, for seismic data 
processing, is insufficient. For this reason, preparations have been started for the em
ployment of the higher capacity computer MINSK-32, beginning its work in 1970.

★

Detailed specification and technical parameters of the equipments mentioned can 
be found in the technical reports, resp. theme-sheets kept in the Archives of the ELGI.
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24 W E L L - L O G G I N G

Our partners in well-logging (the NOGT in the first place) need, according to their 
tasks, certain temperature- and pressure resistant probes. The ELGI has ever been ready 
to meet such demands.

The task involved is not a simply mechanical one, since, as for circuitry, the factors 
mentioned do not represent a simple linear increase in duty but they raise some quite 
special problems.

In 1969, more than 50% of the total capacity of this theme-group was spent on 
instrument development, and somewhat less than 40% for the improvement o f methods. 
A certain part of the capacity was used for field works. Although some of the latter 
similarly have a methodological character, they are discussed in Chapter 15, since they 
show predominantly geological features.

This ratio may seem unfavourable from methodological point of view and indicates 
a slipshod methodological background of certain instrumental themes.

In the range of very high temperatures (especially with oil-base muds), the greatest 
problem is represented by too slight changes of the measurable parameters. This is why 
neutron-detection has been introduced, besides gamma-ray detection, and investigations 
on the induction logging line have been made.

The requirement of increasing measuring accuracy prescribed the development of 
various types of scintillation radioactive tools and electronic resistivity-measuring 
circuits with a high degree of adaptability.

As mentioned in Chapter 231, our CH-bearing areas are rather “bad” . In well-logging 
it is revealed by an almost imperceptible low salt-concentration in some formation- 
waters.

Deeper boreholes, a continuously increasing mass of data yielded by new methods, 
automatization and objectivization of interpretation and, what is more, the development 
o f a complex digital logging equipment, all tend to open up the field for computer 
techniques in well-logging, too.

Our activity up to now, including the actual problems solved in 1969 as follows 
hereunder, has besn determined by these principles and aspects.
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One of our most important research-theme has been the construction of a radioactive 
well-logging equipment with gas-discharge and semiconductor detectors. In cooperation with 
the NOGT, the development o f special radioactive logging equipments of high tem
perature-resistance, started in the previous year, has been continued. As a result, the 
downhole tool and surface unit (Fig. 39; page 90) of a two-channel logging adapter 
operating at a temperature of 250°C, is ready.

As to the surface pulse-processing and control unit, two linear rate meters, а pulse-separating 
calibrating generator, a universal stabilized supply unit and a mains voltage converter have 
been finished.

A certain progress was made also in the construction of the borehole tool with a 
temperature-resistance o f 270°C. Our further aim is to push the upper temperature 
limit up to 300°C. The construction of the gamma and neutron tool with a temperature 
limit of 180°C has been continued.

The scintillation radioactive equipment has been further improved (Fig. 40; page 91). 
One of the most important element in this regard is the small-diameter variety of the 
downhole tool. The temperature requirements against this tool do not exceed 100°C, 
allowing the employment of Hungarian-made electronic parts. It is built in a module- 
system; its diameter is 60 mm. At the same time, its sensitivity is relatively high: 190 
cpm /^r/h.

Investigations were made to clear up the question whether the Soviet-made LDMN 
type scintillators are suitable for our purposes. Our final aim in this regard is, however, 
the construction o f temperature-resistant Hungarian-made neutron-scintillators.

For the improvement of energy-selective borehole tools, precision circuits have been 
designed (for better signal transmission). The increase of the resolving power (10-12%) 
is limited, however, by the degree of heat-resistance of the photoelectron-multiplier. 
It was our aim to increase the upper temperature limit to 200°C. The circuitry of the 
borehole tool is built with transistors, but the scintillation detector required the appli
cation of a special heat-insulation. For this purpose, a metal-housed Dewar-bottle seems 
to be most appropriate. This means, however, an increase of the diameter to 100 mm.

In our theme Improvement of the spectrum-frequency well-logging equipment, the circuitry 
design of the equipment has been given a final shape. The entire complex underwent 
repeated testing in laboratory and in the field. Logging was made in a number of 
boreholes. The pi aimed selective system, with downhole electronic circuitry, however, 
failed to work.

In the programme of the induction conductivity-logging equipment and procedure, no 
reportable progress was made in 1969.
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The acoustic logging equipment bought in the GDR in 1968 passed the experimental 
stage in 1969 and has served for efficient measurements in the field of velocity logging, 
cement-bond logging and porosity determinations. Data obtained with this equipment 
have been used also by seismic methodological development for the preparation o f 
synthetic records.

In the programme Calibration of radioactive well-logging equipments and neutron modelling 
the calibration of borehole tools constructed, as mentioned above, has been continued, 
and correction diagrams were prepared.

Endeavours were made for a theoretical and practical elaboration of neutron-logging 
procedures. One o f the most essential elements of neutron-neutron logging is a glass- 
cylinder model, the application parameters of which have been established. The calibra
tion curve of our neutron-gamma calibration measurements has been prepared for 
a tool-length of 55 cm. The central problem of our investigations in this regard was the 
establishment of the relation between tool-length, porosity and counting rate .

The laboratory activation analysis with neutron-generator is already a routine work in the 
Institute, relying mostly upon industrial orders. Its principle and methods are known. 
Special mention is merited by an automatic bauxite-analyser (Fig. 41, page 93) designed 
and built in the Institute. Further experiments were made for the simultaneous deter
mination of tungsten and manganese. In this work computer techniques have been 
employed.

In cooperation with the NOGT, the research work to increase the sensitivity of Soviet 
IGN downhole neutron-generators (to adjust them to low salt-concentration), has been 
continued. A stabile, 5-channel surface control and recording unit was constructed.

No essential progress has been reached in the theme Computer processing of well-logging 
data. Some programmatic schemes have been prepared, e.g. boundary-program, pro
gram for porosity calculations from acoustic logs, and for the determination o f apparent 
resistivity of formation water from SP curves.

Our theme Construction of digital well-logging apparatus forms the subject o f a coop
eration with the NOGT and the KFKI (Central Physical Research Institute). In 1969, 
the specification o f the equipment was established. Momentaneously, the equipment 
is based upon the digital tape recorder reported in Chapter 231.

★

The specification data and technical parameters of the equipments reported here, can 
be found in the technical reports, resp. theme-sheets kept in the Archives of the ELGI.
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